A Love Note
to Ohio AEYC
Friends
by Mimi Brodsky Chenfeld

Oh my!
Checking attendance sheets around the state, we see many children new to our programs. Let's note just a few of our
young students joining our schools and centers: Kabeer and Sahiba finally arrived from Afghanistan after a very
long wait. Miguel just moved from Mexico to the apartment of his aunt and uncle. Cousins Avery and Elizabeth left
Kentucky to live with their grandmother in Ohio. Happy to leave Ethiopia, Ajani (call him Aja) and Habiba are so
happy to be with their dad who has waited for them for years. Dashawn and Harmony transferred from their Detroit
Head Start Program to a Columbus Head Start Program to live with new foster parents.
For decades, beginning in the 1930's, stereotyped images of white children and families, Dick and Jane, dominated
the imaginations and reading experiences of hundreds of thousands of young students. America has said goodbye to
Dick and Jane! We now welcome the children of the world, the children of many worlds, into our lives.
Whether our attendance lists reflect diverse cultures, races, religions, languages or
highlight monolithic classrooms, home to children of one group who rarely see or
meet anyone different from themselves, the mission is the SAME! It is a sacred
mission! No strategy, course or technique guarantees success in creating
communities of love and welcoming ALL our children.
With the multitude of pressures on our amazing Early Childhood professionals, we
need to remember what it is really about. Our children must be at the heart of what
we do. I once heard a beautiful saying, "the greatest technique in the world is the
technique in the human heart." We must examine our hearts and our heads.

In our diverse settings, despite challenges in languages and
backgrounds, are we open to all of our children? Do our students
learn respect and trust from our own behavior and words which
they watch daily with eagle-sharp eyes? Do we listen and
communicate verbally, and non-verbally using gestures,
responses, expressions, songs, and visual images to convey
comprehension, to communicate ideas and feelings? Do we
celebrate, share and appreciate the special gifts each child brings
to us? Despite minimal experiences with people who are
"different”, do we introduce our children from monolithic
communities to "others" through books, pictures, music, guests,
games?
Do we celebrate, share and appreciate the special gifts each child brings to us?

When children live with us in warm, loving environments they learn to
share, to care, to work and play together. In one of my Head Start
sessions, a child with a language and a country no one ever heard of
was articulate with a bright spirit. I asked her how she learned English
and her classmates, smiling proud, told me, "We taught her. We
understood her language!" Arms around each other, the kids went off to
play.
Our words, our actions, our expressions communicate lessons
more effectively than worksheets or textbooks.
No matter the language... the children

KNOW, FEEL and UNDERSTAND!
Keep strong. Keep hearts and doors open. Keep an array of ideas
and activities to try. If something isn't working, don't do it. If
something is working, keep doing it! Here come Kabeer, Sahiba,
Avery, Elizabeth, Mighel, Ajani, Habiba Dashawn and Harmony.
They are our children of the world entering OUR world. If Dick
and Jane want to join in, welcome them!
Mimi Brodsky Chenfeld
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